Ladies Night 2000
It was a very jolly, and quite amazing evening. I will tell you why.
Poon Kam Ming was in town. I thought it might be a nice idea to organize a ladies night no disrespect to our charming gentleman classmates.
On December 29, we met up at Festival Walk – myself, Pang Pang, Vivien Tung Fung
Wai, Chan Pui Ming, Winnie Lin Sin Wan, Kong Yeuk Ping, etc. Pang Pang brought a very
nice friend, Sylvia from Jet class 1976. So I thought that would be all. Two pleasant
additions turned up on the night – Lee Kit Ling, who was visiting from Guelph in Canada,
and Lee Wai Wan, visiting from London in the UK. We were so pleased because it was
the first time in 26 years that we met them both again. If you think this is amazing, read
on.
We chatted about this and that, sharing our funny stories and some remarkable
experience in life (cat III - not suitable for boys over 18). Being middle-age, we also talked
about old times – of course, including stories about old teachers…. amongst them Chu
Ming Yeuk, our very graceful pretty young dancing teacher, and her younger sisters….and
so on. So the evening wore on. Nothing amazing about that.

It was time for dessert. Suddenly Sylvia looked up and exclaimed, “Oh, there is Chu Ming
Yeuk !” By this time, the lady in a bright yellow jacket had already walked way past our
table, but obviously heard her name mentioned and looked back. We just could not
believe it was happening ! Apparently Sylvia and Chu’s younger sister are good friends,
and they meet quite regularly. If Sylvia was not there, none of us would have spotted or
recognized Chu, and this amazing chance meeting would have been missed.
I am so glad that I had my camera with me to record this amazing moment. Miss Chu
promptly sent her dinner company home, together with all her shopping, and sat down
with us for the rest of the meal. After leaving Pui Ching, she was a research assistant to
an American gentleman who eventually became her husband. She also went to the US to
study folklore. They then went to a post in Australia, thinking that they would only stay for
a few years. But they like it so much down there and have not left since. She also showed
us a photograph of her beautiful daughter. Well, with Miss Chu’s looks, you can’t go wrong
much.

I am sorry if you find this too long, but it really was a very nice evening, a happy ending
note for 2000. Wish you were there with us ! Enjoy the photos !
Tseng Huei 5 January, 2001

